SCHEDULE 3
Approval Process
Endorsement of products as AFL/CA Approved Artificial Turf Product
(Only Licensees may apply to have their products registered as AFL/CA
Approved Artificial Turf Products)
Test Procedure


Licensees arrange for tests to be conducted by one of the AFL/CA accredited laboratories.



Approval of a product will only be on the basis of a full set of tests by an accredited
laboratory.



Each product submitted must be clearly identified by a marketing name and/or product code.

Stage 1 – Product Approval


Each product submitted for approval will include a detailed specification about the
composition of the turf including pile, shock pad and infill.



Each product will be tested for durability, joint strength, climatic resistance, turf permeability,
player to surface interaction, ball to surface interaction and the reaction of the turf to the skin
of the players in the form of skin abrasion and friction.



Each product must meet the performance requirements set out in Schedule 4.



Each product must be environmentally safe and recyclable.



Upon satisfactory completion of the tests and demonstration of compliance with the
requirements, a Licensee may apply for product approval.



AFL/CA will grant the approval of the product as an “Approved Artificial Turf Product”

Stage 2 – Field Certification


Licensees must arrange for field tests to be conducted by one of the AFL/CA accredited
laboratories.



The field test measures how the ball reacts on the surface in terms of roll, vertical rebound
and how the ball behaves when it strikes the surface at an angle. Then it must be similarly
tested to see how it reacts to the action of the players, including shock absorbency, surface
deformation, slip resistance and traction.



Each installation must meet the performance requirements set out in schedule 4.



Upon satisfactory completion of the field test demonstrating that an oval meets the
performance requirements, a Licensee may apply for field certification.



AFL/CA will grant the certification of the field as “fit for purpose” for Australian football and
cricket.

Note: Random samples of the Approved Artificial Turf Product will be taken when delivered to
the project site prior to installation of the artificial turf system.
The AFL/CA accredited laboratory may approve, reject or require modifications to an artificial
turf product at its sole discretion.
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SCHEDULE 4
Performance Requirements

Characteristic

Test Method

Community Level

Critical Fall Height

Uniaxe Impact Tester

1.2m

Hardness

Clegg Impact Tester

65G - 120G

Abrasion -Change in Friction Force

New UB Device

± 50

Friction -Coefficient of friction

New UB Device

0.35 - 0.75

Traction Football Studs

Studded Boot Apparatus

25 - 50Nm

Traction Cricket Spikes

Studded Boot Apparatus

15 - 25Nm

Traction Cricket Studs

Studded Boot Apparatus

7 - 15Nm

Ball Roll Football

Inclined Ramp

-10% - +10%

Ball Roll Cricket

Inclined Ramp

-15% - + 15%

Vertical Ball Rebound Football

Vertical Rebound Frame

30% - 50%

Vertical Ball Rebound Cricket

Vertical Rebound Frame

5% - 20%

Angled Ball Rebound Soccer

Angled Ball Shooter

45% - 70%

Angled Ball Rebound Cricket

Angled Ball Shooter

35 - 60%
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